
Following the addition of Auto Diagnosis from Release 6.2.23, some offices have reported that they 
have not yet implemented the more recent version of the Final Refraction test called “Final Refraction 
with Prism”.  Because the “Final Refraction with Prism” test allows for more refractive data to be 
entered, and is used by the majority of practices, the new auto diagnosis rules were written for the 
“Final Refraction with Prism test”.   
 
At this time, if you wish to have refractive diagnoses trigger, you will need to change the “Final 
Refraction” test within your encounter templates to the “Final Refraction with Prism” test. 
There is no link between the old and new final refraction tests.  For this reason, changing to the more 
current version means that you will not have access to the test history for “Final Refraction” from the 
“Final Refraction with Prism” test.  In addition, if you had service triggers set up for “Final Refraction”, 
you will need to recreate those for “Final Refraction with Prism”. 
 
Below are some options that you may use to view and/or populate data into the “Final Refraction 
with Prism” test even if you are unable to use “view test history” to pull forward data from the old 
“Final Refraction” test: 
 

• Use the “Refraction” look up button to pull forward a previous Eyeglass Rx.  This option will 
not include acuities, but will allow you to populate some data instead of having to enter 
everything manually. 

 
• Previous refractions from the Final Refraction test can be viewed in the Ongoing Care 

component. 
 

• Add the old “Final Refraction” test on the fly using the “Add Test” button at the bottom of 
the screen in instances where it is imperative that you can view the previous refractive data. 

 
A final option would be to utilize both final refraction tests within your encounter template: 
 

• Instead of removing the old “Final Refraction” test, move it to an earlier screen in the 
encounter, and add the new “Final Refraction with Prism” Test on the Final Refraction screen.  
This will allow you to use the View Test History button from “Final Refraction” test to view 
and pull forward previous refractive data.  From the new “Final Refraction with Prism” test, 
you may then use the “Refraction” look up button to populate that test with the data from 
the “Final Refraction” test in order to trigger the diagnosis codes.  

 
 


